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Introduction {#sec001}
============

It is known that visual experience modifies cortical circuits in the primary visual cortex through synaptic plasticity during a critical period\[[@pone.0176603.ref001],[@pone.0176603.ref002]\]. Visual cortical plasticity has conventionally been ascribed to Hebbian or correlation-based mechanisms such as NMDAR-dependent LTP and LTD\[[@pone.0176603.ref003]--[@pone.0176603.ref008]\]. Specifically, spike timing-dependent plasticity (STDP)\[[@pone.0176603.ref009]--[@pone.0176603.ref012]\], in which the temporal order of pre- and postsynaptic neuronal activity is critical for the direction of change in synaptic weights, has emerged as a potential mechanism for experience-dependent changes in the neural circuit, including map plasticity of the visual cortex\[[@pone.0176603.ref013]--[@pone.0176603.ref015]\]. For STDP models at excitatory synapses, the induction of timing-dependent LTP (tLTP) in V1 requires the glutamate binding of NMDA receptors (NMDARs) with the concomitant arrival of a back-propagating action potential (BAP) into the postsynaptic dendrite\[[@pone.0176603.ref016],[@pone.0176603.ref017]\]. Additionally, postsynaptic NMDAR activation is required for the induction of tLTD in rodents (ages ≥ P21)\[[@pone.0176603.ref018]--[@pone.0176603.ref020]\]. Thus, NMDA receptors are considered coincidental detectors of tLTP and tLTD elicitation\[[@pone.0176603.ref020]\].

Sensory deprivation during a critical period perturbs both the structure\[[@pone.0176603.ref021]--[@pone.0176603.ref023]\] and function\[[@pone.0176603.ref024]--[@pone.0176603.ref028]\] of the primary visual cortex (V1), such as dark exposure\[[@pone.0176603.ref029]\] and monocular deprivation\[[@pone.0176603.ref030]--[@pone.0176603.ref032]\]. These two visual deprivation paradigms alter various elements of incoming sensory information in the visual cortex. In dark exposure, the complete lack of visually driven activity prevents normal maturation of all functional properties of visual cortical neurons\[[@pone.0176603.ref033],[@pone.0176603.ref034]\]. On the contrary, monocular deprivation, using a monocular lid suture, allows diffuse light penetration through the eyelids, thus producing some degree of cortical activation\[[@pone.0176603.ref035],[@pone.0176603.ref036]\]. In contrast to the decelerating visual development in dark-exposed mice, monocular deprivation during early postnatal life causes decreases in visual acuity and synaptic depression in the deprived eye\[[@pone.0176603.ref037],[@pone.0176603.ref038]\]. Although their effects on cortical neurons vary, these two types of visual deprivation reduce the ratio of GluN2A:GluN2B-containing NMDARs in the deprived cortex\[[@pone.0176603.ref039]\]. Our hypothesis proposes that the switch in NMDA receptor subunits from the deprived visual cortex in MD mice reshapes the temporal window for STDP induction. This theory compels us to investigate how different forms of sensory deprivation modify the induction of tLTP and tLTD at L4 to L2/3 pyramids in monocular V1 (V1M).

Here, we found that 6-day visual deprivation with either dark exposure or monocular deprivation extended the temporal window for both timing-based LTP and LTD similarly, which is different from the broader LTD window that is at least three and half times longer than the timing window for LTP in the deprived somatosensory cortex.

Materials and methods {#sec002}
=====================

Animals {#sec003}
-------

Wild-type C57BL/6 mice were maintained on a normal light cycle (12 h: 12 h light/dark) until they were 3 weeks old. Food and water were provided *ad libitum*. Mice of either sex were used in this study. All procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Nankai University.

Monocular deprivation and dark exposure {#sec004}
---------------------------------------

Monocular deprivation was performed by suturing the right eyelid of mice between P21-P24 under 2--3% isoflurane anesthesia. The eyelid margins were trimmed and sutured using a 6--0 vicryl stitch. Lomefloxacin ointment was applied to prevent infection. After recovery from anesthesia, MD mice were housed in a normal light cycle for 6 days. Following surgery, the mice were monitored daily to ensure the lids remained closed and uninfected. Animals whose eyelids reopened and mice with corneal opacities or signs of infection were excluded from further experiments. For the dark-exposure experiments, mice were moved into a dark room for 6 days and then sacrificed under infrared illumination with isoflurane anesthesia.

Cortical slice preparation {#sec005}
--------------------------

Visual cortical slices were prepared as described previously\[[@pone.0176603.ref024],[@pone.0176603.ref040]\]. Briefly, mice were sacrificed by decapitation following an overdose of isoflurane. Brains were transferred into an ice-cold dissection buffer containing the following (in mM): 212.7sucrose, 5 KCl, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 10 MgCl2, 0.5 CaCl2, 26 NaHCO3, 10 dextrose, bubbled with 95% O2/5% CO2 (pH 7.4). Then, 300 μm coronal slices were cut using a vibrating microtome (VT1000S; Leica). Slices were removed to normal artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) for at least half an hour prior to recording (composition: mM: 124 NaCl, 5 KCl, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 26 NaHCO3, 10 dextrose, 1 MgCl~2~, and 2 CaCl~2~, saturated with a mixture of 5% CO2/95% O~2~).

Electrophysiology {#sec006}
-----------------

Visualized patch-clamp recordings were obtained from layer 2/3 regular-spiking pyramidal neurons in the V1M from the deprived hemispheres as previously reported ([Fig 1A](#pone.0176603.g001){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@pone.0176603.ref041]\]. In brief, V1Ms were identified using a mouse brain atlas. Slices were taken from 1.0mm anterior to lambda and 2.5mm lateral from the midline. The shape and morphology of the white matter (WM) was used as an additional landmark. Care was taken to record the neurons located in the expected center of the V1M to avoid mistaken neurons on the boundaries. Neurons were visualized using infrared-differential interference contrast optics. Layer 2/3 pyramidal cells were identified based on laminar position, morphology, synaptic properties and firing properties. Morphology and location of neurons were further confirmed by biocytin fills *post hoc*. Whole-cell current clamp recordings were obtained using patch pipettes (4--6 MΩ) filled with intracellular solution containing (in mM) 130(K) Gluconate, 10 KCl, 0.2 EGTA, 10 HEPES, 4 (Mg)ATP, 0.5 (Na)GTP, and 10 (Na) Phosphocreatine (pH adjusted to 7.25 with KOH, 280--290 mOsm). Recordings were generated using a Multiclamp 700A amplifier (Molecular Devices). Only cells with membrane potentials more negative than −65 mV, series resistance \< 20 MΩ, and input resistance greater than 100 MΩ were included for analysis. Cells were discarded if the input resistance changed \>20% during the recording, with the exception of changes during bath application of the agonists. The resulting signals were filtered at 2 kHz and captured at 10 kHz using the pCLAMP10.0 software (Molecular Devices Inc., Sunnyvale, CA)

![Timing dependent LTP and LTD induction.\
**(A)** Experimental schematics. EPSPs were recorded in layer II/III pyramidal cells of V1M by stimulating the underlying layer IV. **(B)** Conditioning paradigm. During each pairing epoch (200 at 1 Hz), stimulation of one pathways was paired with a postsynaptic burst of four action potentials (100 Hz). **(C)**In control ACSF, the pairing paradigm (arrow) does not induce tLTP (left) and tLTD(right) in cells from dark-exposed (open circles) or monocular deprived mice (filled circles). Representative averaged responses of EPSPs are recorded before (thin line) and 30min after conditioning (thick line) (superimposed traces). Membrane input resistance (Rin) is displayed below. Plotted data is average± SEM. Calibration:10mV,5msSuperimposed traces are averages of 10 consecutive responses recorded right before(thin line) and 30 min after conditioning (thick line).](pone.0176603.g001){#pone.0176603.g001}

EPSPs were elicited with a two-contact luster electrode (125 μm diameter; FHC, Bowdoin, ME). The stimulus intensity to L4 was adjusted to evoke 4--6 mv responses with 0.2 ms paired pulses (100 ms interval) delivered every 20 s. The slope of the EPSP (the first 2 ms) was calculated as the mean baseline slope from 30 consecutive sweeps. After 10 minutes of drug application, presynaptic EPSPs evoked by layer 4 stimulation were paired with postsynaptic burst firing evoked by four brief suprathreshold current pulses (2 ms duration, 10 ms apart, 1.5 times threshold current) ([Fig 1B](#pone.0176603.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Associative pairing consisted of 200 pairing periods delivered at 1 Hz. Following the condition stimuli, the EPSPs evoked by resumed test stimuli were recorded for another 30 mins. One cell per slice was used.

Identification of NMDA- receptor-mediated EPSCs was based on their voltage dependency and their responses to glutamate antagonists. The NMDAR-mediated EPSCs (NMDA-EPSCs) clamped at+40 mV were pharmacologically isolated in ACSF containing 4 mMCaCl~2~, 4 mM MgCl~2~, 20 μM CNQX (Sigma) and 2.5 μM Gabazine. To evaluate the deactivation kinetics of the NMDAR-EPSCs, 30--50 evoked traces were averaged and normalized. The current decay of NMDA-EPSC was fit using a double-exponential formula: $$I\left( t \right) = I_{f}\text{exp}\left( {{- t}/T_{f}} \right) + I_{s}\text{exp}\left( {{- t}/T_{s}} \right)$$ where If and Is are the amplitudes of the fast and slow decay components and τf and τs are their respective decay time constants. Then, we calculated the weighted decay time constant: $$\tau_{\omega} = \tau_{f}\left( {I_{f}/\left( {I_{f} + I_{s}} \right)} \right) + \tau_{s}\left( {I_{s}/\left( {I_{f} + I_{s}} \right)} \right)$$

Synaptoneurosome preparation {#sec007}
----------------------------

C57/BL6 mice (P21-P24) underwent euthanasia. The deprived primary visual and frontal cortices were rapidly dissected in cold dissection buffer (as mentioned above) and immediately put in an ice-cold synaptoneurosome buffer (10 mM Hepes, 2.0 mM EDTA, 2.0 mM EGTA, 0.5 mM DTT, 0.1 mM PMSF, 10 mg/liter leupeptin, 50 mg/liter soybean trypsin inhibitor, 100 nM microcystin). Then, primary visual cortical regions containing the V1M were microdissected. Tissue was homogenized in a glass-glass tissue homogenizer (Samro, Shanghai). A subcellular fractionation procedure (synaptoneurosomes) was implemented to procure synaptic protein samples\[[@pone.0176603.ref039],[@pone.0176603.ref042],[@pone.0176603.ref043]\]. The procedure was executed as follows: the homogenate was passed through a 5-μm-pore hydrophobic mesh filter and centrifuged for 10 min at ×1000 g to obtain the synaptic fraction of the membrane. The resulting pellets were resuspended in boiling 1% SDS and stored at -80°C.

Immunoblotting {#sec008}
--------------

Western blotting was used to quantify protein expression. Equal amounts of synaptoneurosome protein (20 μg), using the bicinchoninic acid (BCA) assay (Pierce, Rockford, IL,USA), were separated on 7.5% SDS-PAGE gels (Bio-Rad) and transferred to PVDF membranes (Millipore,Billerica, MA, USA). After blocking in 5% nonfat dry milk (wt/vol) for 1 h, the membrane was incubated with subunit-specific anti-NR2A (rabbit polyclonal l; 1:1000, ThermoFisher, PA5-35377) and anti-NR2B (rabbit polyclonal; 1:1000, ThermoFisher, 71--8600) in TBS-T overnight at 4°C. After 3 washes with TBS-T, the membranes were incubated in respective HRP-conjugated secondary antibodies for 1 h (1:3500, Sigma). To monitor the loading and blotting of an equal amount of protein, the membranes were incubated with an anti-actin antibody (1:500, Sigma-Aldrich). Immunoreactive bands were visualized by enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL) (Amersham, Pharmacia Biotech, Piscataway, NJ, USA) and exposed to autoradiographic film (X-Omat, Kodak, Rochester, NY, USA). The ECL-exposed films were quantified by comparing the intensity of the bands on a western blot using Image-Pro Plus 6.0 (Media Cybernetics Inc. Silver Spring, MD, USA).

Data are expressed as a ratio of optical densities from sequential probes of the same immunoblot, thus circumventing the need to normalize the results to that of β-actin. The blots from DE or MD animals were normalized to the expression of the age-matched, normally reared protein samples.

Drugs {#sec009}
-----

D-(-)-2-AMINO-5-PHOSPHONOPENTANOICACID (D-AP5) and Ifenprodil (NR2B specific antagonist) were obtained from Tocris Bioscience,(Avonmouth, Bristol, UK). Isoproterenol, Gabazine, and 6-Cyano-7-nitroquinoxaline-2,3-dione (CNQX) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich(St.Louis, MO,USA).

Statistical analysis {#sec010}
--------------------

All values are presented as the average ± SEM. The magnitude of plasticity was measured as the average of the last 10 min of recording (initial slope of the EPSP), beginning 20 min after conditioning stimulation. The significance of LTP and LTD was assessed using the paired Student's t-test. Other comparisons were completed using Student's t-test or the ANOVA test.

Results {#sec011}
=======

In this study, our goal was to compare the effects of 6-day deprivation on the induction of STDP in the primary visual cortices of mice following monocular deprivation and dark exposure. Unlike dark exposure, monocular deprivation in critical periods disrupts the visual experience and causes a loss of visual responsiveness throughout the primary visual cortex and shifts in ocular dominance\[[@pone.0176603.ref006],[@pone.0176603.ref038],[@pone.0176603.ref044]\]. One important difference identified was the absence or presence of competitive interactions\[[@pone.0176603.ref041]\]. To avoid binocular competition and simplify the experimental condition, we focused on the induction of STDP in the monocular region of V1.

1. Timing-dependent LTP and LTD is regulated by neuromodulation in the deprived visual cortex {#sec012}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

As permissive gatekeepers, neuromodulators were needed for STDP induction in L4-L2/3 synapses in V1\[[@pone.0176603.ref019],[@pone.0176603.ref045]\], including pyramid cells from brief DE mice\[[@pone.0176603.ref024]\]. To determine the neuromodulators' effects on STDP induction in cells from MD mice, we examined the EPSP before or after a burst of postsynaptic action potentials for 10 ms without neuromodulator application.

Consistent with previous studies performed in the absence of neuromodulators\[[@pone.0176603.ref019],[@pone.0176603.ref024],[@pone.0176603.ref045]\], we failed to induce tLTP in the V1M of 6-day MD and DE mice. (MD: 98.2% ± 4.6% of baseline at 30 min after the pre-then-post conditioning, n = 8 slices, 5 mice, paired t-test p = 0.711; DE: 98.4% ± 3.4%, n = 7 slices, 5 mice, paired t-test p = 0.34, respectively; [Fig 1C](#pone.0176603.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Neither of the pairings induced significant tLTD (MD 101.09% ± 10% of baseline at 30 min after the post-then-pre conditioning, n = 9,5, p = 0.92; DE 98.9% ± 5.9% of baseline at 30 min, n = 10,4, p = 0.87; [Fig 1C](#pone.0176603.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, under these experimental conditions, the inputs to the pyramidal cells were not modified by standard STDP protocols. β-adrenergic receptors (coupled to Gs) and α1-adrenergic receptors (coupled to Gq/11) combined with the STDP paradigm were required to enable the induction of tLTP and tLTD in cells from MD mice.

2. tLTP and tLTD induced in cells in the deprived primary visual cortex {#sec013}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Partial sensory deprivation dramatically changes the sensory map in the rodent primary somatosensory cortex (S1) and visual cortex\[[@pone.0176603.ref014]\]. In S1, a deprived sensory input, such as a trimmed whisker, extended the tLTD window three times more than the narrowed tLTP window. However, whether MD influences the temporal precision of tLTP and tLTD in V1M has not been explored.

To address this question, we monitored the pre-then-post spike timing sequences with varied intervals to evaluate the impact of 6-day MD on the temporal window for t-LTP. As shown in [Fig 2B](#pone.0176603.g002){ref-type="fig"}, in the presence of Iso, we observed that the pre-then-post stimulus pairing at the L4-L2/3 synapses produced t-LTP in cells from the deprived visual cortices of monocular-deprived (MD) mice with delays of 10 ms and 100 ms. (MD +10 ms: 129.7±4%, n = 11,6, p\<0.001; +100 ms:121.8±4.0%, n = 9,7, p\<0.001; [Fig 2B](#pone.0176603.g002){ref-type="fig"}, Figure B in [S1 Fig](#pone.0176603.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Together, these data indicated that monocular deprivation broadened the timing window for tLTP, which was unexpectedly different from the shortened tLTP temporal windows in deprived S1.

![Both monocular deprivation and dark exposure expand the temporal windows for tLTP and tLTD.\
(A) Conditioning paradigms for tLTP; (E) Conditioning paradigms for tLTD; (B) Bath application of the β-adrenergic agonist isoproterenol (Iso:10 μM, gray bar) increases EPSP slope (open circles) and allows induction of LTP with pairing at +10 ms (filled circles) and +100ms(open circles) in cells from monocular deprived mice. (C)Pairing at +10 ms (open circles) and +100ms (filled circles) in the cells from dark-reared mice result in the induction of LTP. (D) In cells from normal reared mice, isoproterenol promotes the induction of tLTP when pre-then-post delay is 10 ms, but not when it is 100ms. (F) In the presence of the α1 adrenergic agonist methoxamine (Metox: 5 μM for 10 min, grid bar) pairing with -10 ms (filled circles) and -100ms (open circles) induces LTD in cells from monocular-deprived mice. (G)Bath application of the α1 adrenergic agonist methoxamine allows induction of LTD with -10ms (solid circles) or −100 ms (open circles) pairing in cells from dark-reared mice. (H)In cells from normal reared mice,tLTD can be induced with methoxamine when post-then-pre delay is -10ms,but no tlTD is observed when the delay is -100ms. Traces (top) are average of ten consecutive responses recorded before (thin) and after pairing (thick). Note no Changes in pair pulse ratio (PP Ratio) (Bottom graph) for pairing. Plotted data is average ± SEM; Calibration:6 mV, 10 ms.](pone.0176603.g002){#pone.0176603.g002}

We further assessed the tLTP induction in the primary visual cortex slices from 6-day DE mice under the same conditions (pre-before-post pairing). Significant tLTP occurred following pairing paradigms in both delays (DE + 10 ms: 123.5±5.0%, n = 8,6, p\<0.01; Δt = + 100 ms:122.7± 5.1%, n = 8,5, p\<0.01; [Fig 2C](#pone.0176603.g002){ref-type="fig"}, Figure A in [S1 Fig](#pone.0176603.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Consistent with our earlier report, in the cortical slices from 6-day DE mice, robust t-LTP could be produced with longer positive timing delays similar to 2-day DE mice.

To investigate whether brief monocular deprivation affects the timing window for tLTD, our tests were conducted in the V1M from the contralateral visual cortex of the deprived eye. Under the post-before-pre paradigm, stimulus pairing at the L4--L2/3 synapses produced long-term depression when the delays were -10 ms and -100 ms (-10 ms: 78.9±4.0%, n = 8,5, p \< 0.001; -100 ms: 86.5±6.4%, n = 10,5; [Fig 2F](#pone.0176603.g002){ref-type="fig"}, Figure B in [S1 Fig](#pone.0176603.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), respectively. Similar to MD mice, our tLTD protocol successfully prompted plasticity in DE mice with delays of -10 ms and -100 ms (-10 ms: 77.5±3.6%, n = 10,3, p \< 0.001; -100 ms: 84.2±5.0%,n = 10,3; [Fig 2G](#pone.0176603.g002){ref-type="fig"}, Figure A in [S1 Fig](#pone.0176603.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

For comparative purposes, we observed that the pre-then-post stimulus pairing at L4-L2/3 synapses produces tLTP in cells from normally reared (NR) mice with a delay of 10 ms. In contrast, LTP was not induced by paired stimulation with a 100 ms delay (+10 ms: 123.4±4.2%, n = 7,4; +100 ms: 101.1±3.9%, n = 8,4; p = 0.002 [Fig 2D](#pone.0176603.g002){ref-type="fig"}). tLTD was induced under the post-then-pre spiking timing sequences with a 10 ms delay, but this was not observed when the delay was 100 ms (-10 ms: 77.4±4%, n = 7,4; p\<0.001; -100 ms: 98.6±3%, n = 8,4; p = 0.37 [Fig 2H](#pone.0176603.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Collectively, these data demonstrate that similar to DE mice, the integration windows for both tLTP and tLTD were extended in the L4-L2/3 pathway in the V1M from MD mice.

3. Expression and functional properties of NMDAR subunit composition modified by deprivation {#sec014}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To investigate the effects of different sensory deprivation on the visual cortical NMDAR subunit composition, synaptoneurosomes were prepared from the V1M of mice after dark exposure or monocular deprivation and their light-reared age-matched controls. These questions were addressed by quantifying changes in NMDA receptor subunits (NR2A and NR2B) in the deprived visual cortex. Because NMDAR subunit expression in the frontal cortex was only slightly influenced by visual experience, the frontal cortex served as a within-animal control tissue for animal-to-animal variability. The data presented here are expressed as relative intensities of the NR value. First, we found that the levels of NR2A and NR2B expression in the contralateral visual cortices of MD juvenile mice were significantly different from the normal values. A significant decrease in NR2A ([Fig 3A](#pone.0176603.g003){ref-type="fig"}; 73.2± 3.3% of NR, t-test, p \< 0.001) rather than an increase in NR2B ([Fig 3B](#pone.0176603.g003){ref-type="fig"}; 97.6± 3.8% of NR, t-test, p = 0.66) was observed in the visual cortex contralateral to the deprived eye. An index of NR2A:NR2B expression was calculated for normally reared and monocular-deprived mice, which was significantly reduced at 6 days following MD ([Fig 3C](#pone.0176603.g003){ref-type="fig"}, 79.1± 6.03% of NR, t-test, p = 0.002). To confirm that the effect of MD on NMDAR composition was specific to MD, we quantified the changes in the expression of the NMDA receptor subunits in both sides of visual cortices from normal controls. The levels of NR2A and NR2B expression were similar between the left and right sides. Correspondingly, no changes were found in the NR2A/2B ratio (data not shown, p = 0.75, p = 0.82, and p = 0.58 for NR2A, NR2B, and NR2A/2B ratio, respectively).

![DE and MD modify NMDAR subunit composition in synaptoneurosomes from mice visual cortex.\
(A-B) top: Representative immunoblots of synaptoneurosome samples prepared from frontal (F) and visual (V) cortices of mice that were normal-reared (NR), dark-exposured (DE) and monocular deprived mice. Blots were probed with subunit-specific antibodies for NR2A (Fig A), NR2B(Fig B). Bottom: Summary of immunoblot analysis of synaptoneurosome samples prepared from Visual cortices (V) of NR and DE mice or NR and MD mice. NR2A protein levels in visual cortex weresignificantly reduced after 6 days of DE (*t*-test p\<0.01)or MD(*t*-test p\<0.001)(Fig A). NR2B protein were not modified by 6 days of DE *(t*-test p\>0.1)or MD *(t*-test p\>0.6)(Fig B). Data are expressed as mean values ± SEM normalized to the average NR protein level, n = 8 from 4 animals for each group. (C) The NR2A/2B ratio is reduced in the deprived visual cortex from mice that were under dark exposure *(t*-test p\<0.05)or and monocular deprivation *(t*-test p\<0.05).](pone.0176603.g003){#pone.0176603.g003}

These changes in NR2A and NR2B expression are remarkably similar to the changes seen in 6-day dark exposure mice. In the visual cortices from 6-day DE animals, there was significantly less NR2A ([Fig 3A](#pone.0176603.g003){ref-type="fig"} 73.7± 3.3% of NR t-test, p \<0.01) protein expression in synaptoneurosomes than in NR controls according to quantitative immunoblotting. The level of NR2B was slightly reduced with no statistically significant difference ([Fig 3B](#pone.0176603.g003){ref-type="fig"} 98.4± 3.9% of NR t-test, p = 0.38). Analysis of the visual cortex data indicates that the decrease in the NR2A/2B ratio is significant at 6 days of dark exposure.([Fig 3C](#pone.0176603.g003){ref-type="fig"}, 76.1+ 3.9% of NR, t-test, p \< 0.001).

In general, these data indicated that the expression of NMDAR subunit composition induced specific changes following sensory deprivation. A 6-day deprivation-induced reduction of the NR2A/2B ratio can be achieved by decreasing NR2A expression. The alterations detected in the synaptoneurosome provided a structural basis in preparation for changes in functional synaptic NMDARs.

Another well-documented consequence of visual experience deprivation is a longer duration of NMDAR response due to a decreased NR2A/NR2B fraction\[[@pone.0176603.ref043]\]. To confirm the effect of 6-day MD on functionality alterations in the NMDAR subunit, we examined the amplitudes and decay kinetics of NMDAR-mediated currents and ifenprodil sensitivity in layer 2/3 pyramidal cells from the V1M ([Fig 4A](#pone.0176603.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Normalization of the NMDAR-mediated EPSCs recorded in cells from the contralateral visual cortices of 6-day MD mice (n = 8,5) and NR mice occurred with the application of NR2B-selective antagonists (3 mM ifenprodil). Compared to NR controls, 6-day MD caused a significant increase in the duration of NMDAR-EPSCs and increased their susceptibility to ifenprodil, which was quantified as a weighed time constant (τw, see [Methods](#sec002){ref-type="sec"}) (τw in ms. MDcontrol: 149.10±7.34; MDifenprodil: 93.59±3.16; n = 8,5; NR control: 99.90±6.8; NRifenprodil: 89.3±4.0, n = 8,5; 2-way ANOVA: p = 0.017 for rearing condition; p = 0.009 for interaction with the drug; [Fig 4A and 4B](#pone.0176603.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Additionally, the increased amplitude of NMDAR-EPSC after 6-day MD was blocked by ifenprodil more than in normal controls (MD: 45.3±6.2%, n = 8,5; NR: 23.0±5.5, n = 8,5, t-test: p = 0.009 [Fig 4A--4C](#pone.0176603.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Based on our studies of EPSC kinetics and ifenprodil sensitivity, these experiments revealed that the synaptic consequences of monocular deprivation are increased and prolonged NMDAR-EPSCs largely mediated by the NR2b-containing NMDAR.

![Visual deprivation increases the fraction of NR2b containing NMDAR-mediated response.\
(A) Overlay of averaged and normalized NMDAR-EPSCs in visual cortex with or without NR2B antagonist ifenprodil application (Ifenprodil: 3 μM) i. Control response from NR,DE and MD mice. The traces are normalized to the peak amplitude in control ASCF and are the average of the responses that all cell recorded in each rearing condition; Normalized NMDAR-EPSCs recorded before and after ifenprodil application in cells from NR mice (ii), MD mice (iii), DE mice (iv). (B) Average Changes in NMDAR-EPSC durations after ifenprodil application. (C) Average changes of the amplitude of the NMDAR-EPSCs blocked by ifenprodil.](pone.0176603.g004){#pone.0176603.g004}

Additionally, we noticed that 6-day dark exposure changed NMDA receptor function by enhancing the fraction of NR2b functionality at the synapse. The amplitude of the NMDAR-EPSCs, blocked by ifenprodil, was increased after 6-day DE (DE: 43.2±4.5%, n = 8,4; NR: 23.0±5.5, n = 8,5. t-test: p = 0.004; [Fig 4A--4C](#pone.0176603.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Simultaneously, 6-day DE prolonged the NMDAR-EPSC durations. Moreover, the durations were significant shortened by ifenprodil (τw in ms. DEcontrol: 143.88±10; DEifenprodil: 94.44±7.15 n = 8,5; 2-way ANOVA: p = 0.020 for rearing condition; p = 0.001 for the interaction with the drug; [Fig 4A and 4B](#pone.0176603.g004){ref-type="fig"}). It was apparent that robust NMDAR functional changes at visual cortical synapses, including prolonged duration of NMDAR currents, occur following visual deprivation.

4. A shift in the NR2A/NR2B ratio influences the integration window of the deprived visual cortex {#sec015}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

It is widely believed that t-LTP induction relies on the interaction of BAPs with calcium influx through postsynaptic NMDARs\[[@pone.0176603.ref016],[@pone.0176603.ref046]\]. As an important coincidental detector of tLTP, the switch in the NMDAR subunit may influence the properties of tLTP induction. Considering the aforementioned delayed shift in NMDAR subunit expression and the changes of its functional properties, the extended temporal window for tLTP was closely related to the changes in NMDAR decay kinetics based on an increased NR2B-containing NMDAR fraction following sensory deprivation\[[@pone.0176603.ref047],[@pone.0176603.ref048]\]. To verify this speculation, we conducted the following experiments.

Before exploring this possibility, we first determined the loci of tLTP and tLTD expression in MD or DE mice. The paired-pulse ratio (PPR) was typically correlated with the initial release probability\[[@pone.0176603.ref049]\] and changed with presynaptically expressed forms of synaptic plasticity at cortical synapses. We examined the paired-pulse ratio before and after tLTP and tLTD stimuli protocol. The pairing paradigm did not affect the PPR (p \>0.15, in all cases), which indicated that both LTP and LTD were unlikely to be mediated by changes in release probability ([Fig 2](#pone.0176603.g002){ref-type="fig"})

In the first round of experiments for MD mice, the pairings (pre-then-post and post-then-pre) were delivered during the end of NR2B antagonist application with Ifenprodil (3 mM) to investigate its effect on tLTP and tLTD induction. Neither of the long-delay (100 ms and -100 ms) stimulus-pairings could elicit tLTP and tLTD in cells from MD with the application of ifenprodil (+100 ms ifenprodil:102.6%±7.8%, n = 8,6, p = 0.68; -100 ms ifenprodil: 95.1%±6.2%, n = 8,4, p = 0.43; [Fig 5A](#pone.0176603.g005){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, robust LTP and LTD, with small changes in amplitude, were induced with short-delay pre-post pairing (10 ms and -10 ms) delivered at the end of NR2B blocker application (+10 ms ifenprodil:121.9%±6.5%, n = 8,4, p = 0.004;-10 ms ifenprodil:81.78%±5.02%, n = 8,5, p = 0.001; [Fig 5A](#pone.0176603.g005){ref-type="fig"}). Similar to control NR mice, robust tLTP and tLTD can still be induced after bath application of ifenprodil in NR mice with conditioning by 10 ms and -10 ms pairing stimulation (+10 ms ifenprodil:119.5%±5.6%, n = 9,5, p = 0.002; -10 ms ifenprodil 81.5%±4.8%, n = 8,4, p = 0.0003; [Fig 5C](#pone.0176603.g005){ref-type="fig"}; +10 ms control: 123.4±4.2%, n = 7,4; -10 ms control: 77.4±4%, n = 7,4; p\<0.001;[Fig 5C](#pone.0176603.g005){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, these experiments revealed that the broad temporal window for t-LTP and tLTD in MD mice was shortened by specific NR2B blockade.

![The effect of NR2b-containing NMDAR in the expansion of temporal window for tLTP and tLTD.\
(A). After brief application of the NR2b specific antagonist Ifenprodil (Ifenprodil: 3mM,mixed up with 10μM isoproterenol and 5 μM Methoxamine,10mins,grey bar), the pairing paradigm (arrow) does not affect EPSPs with long delays (+100ms& -100ms Left). However, Ifenprodil does not block the induction of either tLTP and tLTD with short delays (+10ms&-10ms Right) in cells from MD mice. (B). No tLTP and tLTD are induced by pairing at long delays (+100ms& -100ms Left), but robust tLTP and tLTD elicited at short delays in the presence of ifenprodil in cells from DE mice (3mM ifenprodil, 10μM isoproterenol and 5 μM Methoxamine,10mins, grey bar). (C) In cells from NR mice, ifenprodil cannot block tLTP and tLTD with short delays. (3mM ifenprodil, 10μM isoproterenol and 5 μM Methoxamine,10mins, grey bar). Plotted data is average± SEM. Calibration:10mV,5ms.](pone.0176603.g005){#pone.0176603.g005}

Subsequently, with a remarkable resemblance of timing window changes for 2-day dark exposure, tLTP and tLTD were elicited reliably with pairing delays of +100 ms and -100 ms at the L4-2/3 synapse after 6-day dark exposure. The prolonged timing window was shortened by ifenprodil application and became closer to the range of the NR STDP temporal window with fewer changes the in short delay as previously described\[[@pone.0176603.ref024]\] (+100 ms ifenprodil:100.0%±7.1%, n = 7,4, p = 0.94; -100 ms ifenprodil:94.4%±4.7%, n = 10,6, p = 0.2; [Fig 5B](#pone.0176603.g005){ref-type="fig"}; +10 ms ifenprodil:118.7%±5.2%, n = 8,5, p = 0.002; -10 ms ifenprodil:85.2%±4.9%, n = 8,5, p = 0.004 [Fig 5B](#pone.0176603.g005){ref-type="fig"}). To better clarify the effect of ifenprodil application for tLTP and tLTD elicitation in monocular deprived cells and dark exposed cells, we summarized these results in [Fig 6A](#pone.0176603.g006){ref-type="fig"}. The data shown that the antagonist blocked tLTP and tLTD indction with long delays(2-way ANOVA: F\[[@pone.0176603.ref001],[@pone.0176603.ref027]\] = 23.51, p\<0.001 for DE; F\[[@pone.0176603.ref001],[@pone.0176603.ref027]\] = 17.42, p\<0.001 for MD), but had little effect on STDP induction with short delays both in cells from MD mice and DE mice(2-way ANOVA: F\[[@pone.0176603.ref001],[@pone.0176603.ref027]\] = 0.35, p = 0.55 for DE; 2-way ANOVA: F\[[@pone.0176603.ref001],[@pone.0176603.ref027]\] = 0.14, p = 0.7 for MD).

![Effect of NR2B-containing NMDARs in the extended temporal window.\
(A). Changes in the EPSPs induced by pairing sequences with varied intervals in the presence (triangles) or absence of Ifenprodil (circle) in cells from MD(fill circle and triangles) and DE (open circle and triangles). (B)Changes in the EPSPs elicited by pairing with short delays(+10m&-10ms) in the presence of APV in cells from MD,NR,DE.](pone.0176603.g006){#pone.0176603.g006}

Next, LTP and LTD were attempted using a pairing protocol with 10 ms and -10 ms delays in the presence of APV (50 mM). APV completely blocked the LTP (MD~APV~: 101.7%±3.55%, n = 8,4, p = 0.67; NR~APV~ 102.9%±4.0%, n = 9,5, p = 0.51; DE ~APV~ 100.8%±4.4%, n = 9,4, p = 0.38 [Fig 6B](#pone.0176603.g006){ref-type="fig"}) and tLTD (MD~APV~: 99.6%±5.1%, n = 8,4, p = 0.93; NR~APV~ 96.5%±4.1%, n = 9,5, p = 0.69; DE~APV~ 95.1%±4.4%, n = 8,5, p = 0.7 [Fig 6B](#pone.0176603.g006){ref-type="fig"}) in cells from NR, DE, and MD mice. Taken together, these results support the idea that postsynaptic NMDA receptors are required to participate for STDP induction by the pairing paradigm at synapses from MD mice cortices. The prolonged temporal window was attributed to the high portion of NR2B-containing receptors. This suggests that visual deprivation, including MD and DE, promotes a prolonged STDP timing window due to a high proportion of NR2B-containing postsynaptic NMDA receptors.

Discussion {#sec016}
==========

As common models for studying experience-dependent plasticity, monocular deprivation and dark exposure have largely been used because of their effects on cortical neurons. In contrast to dark exposure, monocular deprivation degrades image formation but does not impede diffuse light penetration.\[[@pone.0176603.ref035],[@pone.0176603.ref050]--[@pone.0176603.ref052]\]. Therefore, there is visually driven activity arising from diffuse light across the closed lid of contralateral eye. Here, we investigated whether the effects of deprivation on timing-dependent LTP and LTD are different based on visual experience. Our data revealed that both monocular deprivation and dark exposure (6 days) extended the temporal integration window for STDP\[[@pone.0176603.ref024]\]. It is worth noting that the increased fraction of NR2B-containing NMDARs played a principal role in these changes, which was concurrent with a prolonged NMDAR-mediated response duration. Further, our examinations of 6-day sensory deprivation impacts on the NR2A/NR2B ratio revealed a rapid decrease in NR2A rather than an increase in NR2B protein expression. Overall, our data demonstrated that these two types of visual deprivation paradigms shared similar mechanisms for STDP temporal window extension.

As a classic pattern, monocular deprivation during a critical period induces a rapid weakening of responses evoked through the deprived eye followed by a delayed strengthening of responses through the unaffected, intact eye. Indeed, a significant change in the NR2A/B ratio was observed in the deprived visual cortex following 5 and 7 days of deprivation\[[@pone.0176603.ref039]\]. For this reason, we chose to investigate monocular deprivation over the course of 6 days, which may affect the NMDAR subunit composition in the monocular region of contralateral visual cortex. Although V1M and V1B are closely related cortical structures, the changes in NMDAR subunit composition in V1B, which may alter the properties of visual cortical plasticity, remains to be determined.

In the somatosensory cortex, reduction of the tLTP window was observed in univibrissa-reared mice, where the duration of tLTP was only one-third shorter than the window for tLTD\[[@pone.0176603.ref014]\]. In contrast to the narrow tLTP window in S1, monocular deprivation prolonged the temporal integration window for timing-dependent LTP. Notably, a prolonged NMDAR-mediated response duration, which was due to the increased fraction of NR2B-containing NMDARs, played a principal role in these changes\[[@pone.0176603.ref024],[@pone.0176603.ref053],[@pone.0176603.ref054]\]. Several lines of evidence support the idea that these mechanisms underlie the facilitating effect of different visual deprivation modalities on tLTP induction. On the one hand, the composition of NMDA receptors changed in electrophysiological measures in the V1M with an increased proportion of NR2b-containing NMDARs. These changes were accompanied by a prolonged excitatory postsynaptic NMDA current decay time course and higher sensitivity to the NR2B subunit-selective antagonist, ifenprodil\[[@pone.0176603.ref055],[@pone.0176603.ref056]\]. All of these findings are consistent with the decresed NR2A/NR2B ratio after dark exposure and monocular deprivation supported by previous studies\[[@pone.0176603.ref039],[@pone.0176603.ref043]\]. On the other hand, the specific NR2b-NMDAR blocker reshaped the timing window of tLTP elicited by MD or DE into the normal tLTP profile. Furthermore, the rest of LTP was abolished by D-APV application. Third, the available data strongly suggest that visual deprivation, either DE or MD, altered the levels of NMDAR proteins in the synaptoneurosomes, with a decreased NR2A/B protein ratio occurring as a result of decreased NR2A subunit expression of functional synaptic NMDARs. How early experience affects the expression of excitatory receptors is still controversial because they are quite different, depending not only on varied visual fields in the cortex and the duration of visual deprivation\[[@pone.0176603.ref057]\] but also on the species of animal. However, consensuses have been made that either monocular deprivation or dark exposure generation of lowered cortical activity have similar effects on NR2A and NR2B subunit expression, which is consistent with the findings presented here. It is worth recalling that the temporal window may be reshaped\[[@pone.0176603.ref058]\] by other mechanisms under monocular deprivation. In addition to the temporal changes in NMDAR glutamate binding\[[@pone.0176603.ref059]\], the magnitude and localization \[[@pone.0176603.ref060]\] of dendritic sodium\[[@pone.0176603.ref016]\] and calcium channels\[[@pone.0176603.ref061],[@pone.0176603.ref062]\] are thought to affect the timing requirements and magnitudes of tLTP\[[@pone.0176603.ref063]\]. The tLTP temporal window could also be expected to vary with the location of the stimulated inputs\[[@pone.0176603.ref016]\]. More recently, several studies\[[@pone.0176603.ref064]\] have indicated that NR3A forms complexes with NR1/NR2 decreased unitary channel conductance and increased mean open time compared to NR1/ NR2 complexes, which may influence the t-LTP induction.

The results presented here did not contradict the tLTP profile described in the somatosensory cortex. One property of tLTP elicited from V1 is that it required a neuromodulator as a "prime factor"to activate a neuromodulary receptor for "helping" tLTP induction in the primary visual cortex through kinases activity, phosphates or facilitation of NMDAR currents directly. On the contrary, tLTP was dependent on endogenous levels of neuromodulators in S1. Studies showing that timing-dependent potentiation (tLTP) was induced in developing visual cortices (\<P20) younger than those of our experimental subjects\[[@pone.0176603.ref065],[@pone.0176603.ref066]\] indicated that developmental mechanisms tightly regulate STDP in the visual cortex. Therefore, the endogenous levels of neuromodulators must be explored at a certain stage of development. Another reasonable explanation is that there was an adaptation in the cortex that allowed response potentiation after 6 days of contralateral eye MD. According to the BCM theory, the reduction in overall cortical activity caused by closing the contralateral eyelid extends the timing window of the modification threshold, thereby facilitating the potentiation of correlated inputs. This theory is also used to interpret the effects of reverse patching on an amblyopic eye.

The broadened tLTD window in MD mice is complicated to explain, but it is quite similar to previous descriptions of tLTD after principal whisker deprivation. There are some differences between these situations. The depression of sensory responses in the primary sensory cortex requires presynaptic and postsynaptic events. Spontaneous activities that are either correlated or uncorrelated with postsynaptic stimulus-driven spiking are required. First, presynaptic NMDAR expression may be required to help induce this form of tLTD. As discussed, a developmental switch contributes to presynaptic and postsynaptic NMDA receptor activity in tLTD. To exclude the possibility that tLTD requires presynaptic NMDARs, the paired-pulse ratio (PPR) was investigated. An unchanged PPR after tLTD and tLTP indicates a postsynaptic NMDAR-dependent mechanism of expression of STDP\[[@pone.0176603.ref019],[@pone.0176603.ref067]\]. Second, the postsynaptic firing in deprived S1 was activated by neighboring whiskers, which cannot realistically be simulated in the monocular region of primary visual cortex. In spite of multiple models attempting to interpret how action potentials precede synaptic activation to elicit a LTD-Ca2^+^ signal, postsynaptic NMDAR activation is required for tLTD induction. According to the depolarization model, an increased NMDAR response duration may modestly prolong the tLTD window. Our results suggest that the response duration of postsynaptic NMDARs is one of the precipitating factors for this effect. However, all of the factors that influence the time course of the Ca^2+^ signal may change the temporal window for LTD, including the time course of dendritic repolarization following the back-propagating AP, the types of Ca^2+^ sources in local dendrites, changes in somatic and dendritic excitability, and the process related to the anchoring of NR2B-NMDAR.

Our results demonstrated that synapses of the deprived visual cortex, from either dark exposure or monocular deprivation, possess a higher fraction of NR2B-containing NMDARs. However, the spatial scales of NMDAR compositional changes and the precise roles of specific receptor subunits are controversial. Previous studies have reported that synaptic incorporation of NR2A-containing receptors requires synaptic activity or sensory experience\[[@pone.0176603.ref043],[@pone.0176603.ref068],[@pone.0176603.ref069]\]. However, NR2B-containing receptors are considered to be incorporated in a constitutive manner\[[@pone.0176603.ref070],[@pone.0176603.ref071]\]. Our test of the effects of 6-day visual deprivation on subunit expression of NMDA receptors did not reveal any increases in NR2B protein expression with a reduction in NR2A, which shows the dynamic changes between NR2A/NR2B expressions at synapses. These results are consistent with the idea that dark exposure in juvenile animal models causes a rapid increase in NR2B after 2 days of deprivation\[[@pone.0176603.ref024]\], followed by a decrease in NR2A\[[@pone.0176603.ref039]\] at later time points. These substantially different modalities of sensory deprivation share the common feature of reducing activities in the visual cortex.

It is generally accepted that critical periods (CPs) occur during mammalian postnatal development when the visual cortex is especially sensitive to visual experience changes. In rodents, the duration of CPs has been widely studied. The CPs begin around the end of the third postnatal week and peak between the fourth and fifth weeks, before beginning to decline at the end of the fifth week. It should be to noted that the peak of CPs for mice is from P29 to P32. However, in this study, the age range for deprivation was slightly young, which may have resulted in a smaller deprivation effect on visual cortical neurons. The difference in NMDAR function observed here was worthy of attention because it may be able to self-regulate at a more flexible stage.

In general, we proposed that the tLTP and tLTD timing windows of MD and DE mice were broader than normal controls in the primary visual cortex. In our studies, these substantially different modes of sensory deprivation shared the common effect of reducing activity in the visual cortex by increasing the synaptic fraction of NR2b-containing NMDAR, which is known to expand the temporal window for STDP with a spike-timing plasticity protocol together with neuromodulator stimulation. Extended timing windows may be intriguing potential mechanisms for explaining cortical remapping in juvenile and adult mammals after sensory experience manipulations, such as reverse patching, environmental enrichment \[[@pone.0176603.ref072]\] or dark exposure\[[@pone.0176603.ref073]\], accompanied by a high fraction of NR2B-containing NMDAR.
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###### Both MD and DE extend the integration time for the tLTD and tLTP induction for 60 mins when delays are 100ms and -100ms.

Fig A in S1 fig:In cells from DE mice, isoproterenol and methoxamine promote the induction of tLTP and tLTD also maintain for 60 minutes when delay are 100 ms and -100ms. Fig B in S1 fig:In cells from MD mice, tLTP and tLTD can be maintained with isoproterenol and methoxamine when delays are 100ms and -100ms. Plotted data is average ± SEM; Calibration: 6 mV, 10 ms.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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